1. Among the known simple groupsf occur an orthogonal group and a hyperabelian group of the same order 2" • 36 • 5 • 7. They are shown to be holoedrically isomorphic in this paper.
We first determine in § § 2-14 an abstract group T ( § § 4, 2) simply isomorphic with the orthogonal group. This is accomplished by means of a rectangular array, a direct method of procedure employed by the writer in two recent papers in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society (vol. 31, p. 30 ; vol. 31, p. 351) . § § 2, 3. Rectangular array for the orthogonal group Oe , with respect to the subgroup) O. 3.
2. The general orthogonal group of senary linear substitutions of modulus 3 having determinant unity has a subgroup IT oí index two.J The group H has as maximal invariant subgroup the group of order two generated by the substitution C which changes the signs of the six indices.
The quotient group is a simple group 0(. 3 of order 27 ■ 3° • 5 • 7. The substitutions of //which affect only the indices £,, •• -, £. form a simple group 0-3 of order 2"-3*-5 and of index 2-126 under II.
In a paper communicated December 28, 1899, to the London Mathematical Society, the writer has shown that O. 3 is simply isomorphic with the abstract group G generated by the operators Ex, E2, E3, Bx, Wsubject to the generational relations :
(1) El = E22 = E23 = B2=W?-=I,
(ExEy -(E2E3f = (BxExf = (EXE3)2 = (BXE2)2 = (BXE3)2 = /, From the above relations we derive the following : The isomorphism is defined by the following correspondences :
(9) Ex~Exm<Z£&>, E2~E'2 = (!;xi2)(Ux), E% ~ E'a = (f¿,) &&, f; -fi -f, + e.+^4
r.-fe + f.-f.+f. (10) IF~ IF' k; = c\ c, c4 c6, k ; = c; c, c4 c5.
The substitutions iiT'. W'F' may therefore be taken as eight of the #¿ , distinct from the above six. Using for the moment the notation 1234 for £x + £2 + f, 4 £,, we find that the substitutions
respectively replace 1234 by 1234, 1235, 1245, 2345,1345, 2346, 1346, 1246, 1236, 1356, 2456, 1256, 2356, 3456,1456, giving From (14) and (15) From (12) and (7) we find
Taking the reciprocal of (13) and applying B\ = I, BXBX = BXBX, we find FBX = BXBXF = B, ■ FB& = BiFBiBx : Applying (1), (2), (6), (8) and (14), we find * E2EXBXF= BXB2B3E2EXF= BXB2B3FE\E2,
Equating these products by virtue of (13), we find (28) BXB2B3F=FBXB3B^.
Combining (28) with (26) and (28) with (25), we find respectively
BxB2B3BiF=FBlB3.
Hence F transforms any prodxbct formed from Bx, B2, B3, Bi into another such product.
6. Corresponding to the orthogonal substitutions K\ defined by formulae (k) of § 3, we have the following operators of T :
Any product derived from Ex, E2, E3, Bx transforms any product derived from Bx, B2, B3, Bi into a product of the Bi, a statement made evident by considering the corresponding substitutions of the isomorphic group Oi3. In virtue of the theorem at the end of § 5, a like result holds when the transformer is any operator (for example, V) derived from F, Ex, E2, E3, Bx.
Since BXB3W= WBXB3, we have on applying (30), BXB3WFG = WFBxB2B3Bfi = WFG . From the developments given below it will follow that this table is a rectangular array of the operators of the abstract group V with G as first row and therefore that T is holoedrically isomorphic with 0t 3. Indeed, in § § 10-14, we prove that the 126 rows of our table are merely permuted amongst themselves on applying as a left hand multiplier any of the generators Ex, E2, E3, Bx, W, F and therefore for an arbitrary operator of T. Since the row R0 contains the identity, it will follow that an arbitrary operator of T belongs to the above table.
The order of T is thus not greater than that of O, ,. By inspection E3 interchanges R^ with R., Rx. with R2 , R6. with Rít)¡, Rs.mthRX2¡.
E3RX = E3FG = E2FE2EXE,E3G = E2FG = R2
[by (21) The condition for the identity WRt = R9 is that (E3E2E\F)WE3E2E2F shall belong to G. We shall verify that it equals E^JEJE^WEßJEJEX.
The condition for this equality may be written We proceed to prove that in the abstract group T :
[by (23)] = B3EXE2E3 VW2E2E2 ■ E3E2E\F [by (24) and (7)]
[by (17) and (23) By the results of § §10 and 13 , each of the products DR33, DR6X, DR{07 equals some row R. or Rr . § §15-17. Isomorphism and correspondence of generators between the orthogonal and hyperabelian groups.
15. The simple group Hit3 of order 25920, which is derived from the decomposition of the Abelian group of modulus 3 on four indices, is simply isomorphic with the simple subgroup O. 3 of the quinary orthogonal group of modulus 3.* We proceed to determine the operators of the former group which correspond to the generators E[, E'2, E'% , C\C2, IF' of the latter.
We first determine the operators of O. _ 3 which correspond to the generators f 7?,, B.y, Bs, 2?4, B6, B of Hi given on pages 65 and 67 of volume 31 of the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society. Of the two possible forms for B, we choose that one given by 7, = 1 (mod 3), viz., Solving modulo 3 the relations (32), we find Expressing in terms of the new indices f. the substitution (31) to which B corresponds, we obtain the result :
(33) B~B'= CtCtf¿¿J.
Proceeding similarly with the substitutions Bx, • • •, B., we find that
Ba~B'B* C&BftCt, in ichich the mark I is a suitably chosen root of the congruence x2 = x + 1 (mod, 3), must correspond to the substitution C\ C2(%,^(i)(f3f,) which extends 0.i3 to Ot 3.
In the quotient group HAX3>, every hyperabelian substitution multiplying all four indices by the same factor corresponds to the identity, viz., the powers of Suppose that Oú3 contains a substitution 7' which combines with the generators E[, E'2, E'3, CXC2, W of 0Si3 according to the same laws by which 7 combines with Ex, E,, Es, CXC2, W of If 3. Assume for 7' the most general form possible, viz.,
the simultaneous change of sign of every coefficient leaving 7' unchanged. In virtue of the relation corresponding to (42), viz., I'-1 = I'C2C,C\Crt, we find that establishes the holoedric isomorphism of Oe.y and HAi, ¡,2>« for any pn of the form 4/ -1. As the method there used consists in the transformation of the defining invariant of the former group into that of the second compound of the latter group, it gives no direct knowledge of the correspondences of the generators of the isomorphic groups. Forp" =3, \\ 15-16 of the present paper enable us to pass readily from an arbitrary substitution of either group to the corresponding substitution of the other.
